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INTRODUCTION

Geophysical surreys consisting of electromagnetic 

and magnetometer surveys were carried out over two 

claims held by Stairs Exploration fc Mining Ltd. in 

Stock Township, Timmins Area of Ontario*

The following report and accompanying map 

describes the results of these surreys.

PROPERTY AND LOCATION

The property surveyed consisted of two claims 

of approximately 40 acres each, situated in the south- 

west corner of Stock township, Larder Lake Mining Division, 

Province of Ontario,

The claims are registered with the Ontario 

Department of Mines as claims 76069 and 76068.

GEOLOGY

Hep No.2046 published by the Ontario Department 

of Mines shows the geology of Stock township and vicinity.

The De 8 tor-Porcupine fault along which tht producing
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gold mines have been found passes through the southern 

part of Stook township. The strike of the fault la 

slightly north of east and It would appear to orose the 

two o le Iras held by Stairs Exploration 8b Mining Co* Ltd, 

The fault occupies roughly the south contact, the 

sedimentary rooks to the north and the voleantos to the 

south. However, In the vicinity of the property a north 

east trending body of ultrabasic rook has been mapped 

which pinches out Just east of Reid Lake* It would 

appear that a narrow bend of this intrusive would extend 

into the property.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY RESULTS tc INTERPRETATION

Electromagnetic and magnetometer surveys were 

carried out over the two claims along north-south lines 

at 400 foot Intervals. A Sharpe A-8 magnetometer was 

used In the magnetic survey and the electromagnetic 

survey wes carried out using e Ronka Mark TV horizontal 

loop unit with a 300 foot coil interval. The magnetic 

and electromagnetic results are plotted separately, as 

shown on the accompanying map with a scale of 200 feet 

to the inch.

An examination of the electromagnetic map shows 

that there were no responses indicative of a conductor on 

the ground surveyed. However, the magnetic map shows 

a well-defined anomaly trending northeast for a distance 

of approximately 2800 feet and it terminates at the 

northeast end of the property. The anomaly is about
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300 gammas above background and probably represents 

the ultrabasic Intrusive mentioned earlier In the 

report. The readings on either side of the anomaly are 

quite uniform and probably represent sedimentary rooks*

SURVEY METHODS 6 IH8TRUMBHJ DATA

The electromagnet lo survey was carried out 

using a Ronka Mark TV horizontal loop equipment with a 

SOO foot coil interval.

In the horizontal loop type of survey, both the 

in-phase end out-of-phase components of the secondary 

field are measured, whose special characteristics make 

possible a fairly accurate evaluation of the conductivity, 

A conductor caused by sulphide mineralisation will produce 

a curve going from positive readings through zero to 

negative and back again to positive, Both the in-phase 

and out-of-phase readings show the same general curve* 

The ratio between the in-phase and ont-of-phase readings 

over a conductor is an indication of the conductivity of 

the body, A good conductor would cause a greater deviation 

of the in-phaee component than the out-of-phase component. 

The opposite is true of a poor conductor,

The magnetic readings were taken with a Sharpe 

A-2 magnetometer measuring the variations of the vertical 

component of the earth's magnetic field. Headings were 

plotted as gammas on the accompanying map after correction 

for diurnal variation.
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CONCLUSIONS fe RTSOOMMSNDATIOHS

The reeDItB of the geophysical surveys 

indicate that there IB not likely to be a base metal 

deposit on the property unless it is deep-seated. 

However, there could well be a gold-bearing zone as 

the percentage of sulphides associated with the gold 

is usually too low to be detected by ordinary electro 

magnetic methods.

The magnetic survey has indicated the presence 

of the ultrabasic intrusive and the contact of this 

intrusive with the sedimentary of* volcanic rooks should 

be favourable for gold deposition. The Destor-Poroupine 

fault appears to lie along the north contact of this 

intrusive. It would thus appear advisable to carry out 

some detailed prospecting along this contact.

Respectfully submitted,

Montreal, Quo. 
August 13th,1964.

Prospecting Geophysics Ltd. 
H.J.Bergmann, P.Eng,
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INTRODUCTlpN

The following report describes the results obtained from 

electro-magnetic and magnetic surveys conducted on eight (8) 

mining claims owned by Stairs Exploration and Mining Company 

Limited. These claims are located in Stock Township in the 

Larder Lake Mining Division of the Province of Ontario. The 

location and configuration of the claims is shown as an insert 

on the geophysical data maps appended to the report. Separate 

sheets covering the data for the electro magnetic and magnetic 

results have been prepared and are appended.

The geological conditions associated with these claims 

has; been described in a separate report by Wark (1).

These surveys were conducted for three reasons. 

The electro-magnetic survey was conducted in order to 

determine whether or not zones of abnormal electric con 

ductivity as a reflection of sulphide mineralization existed on 

the property. The magnetic survey was conducted to determine 

if it could be of assistance in structural determinations since 

no outcrops exist on the claims. Finally, it was hoped that 

a coincident effect from both surveys might have provided a 

target for diamond drilling.

(1) Geological Report, Stairs Exploration and Mining
Company Limited, Stock Township, Larder Lake 
Mining Division.



RELEVANT DATA

Date - both surveys were carried out during the month 

of May, 1964.

I^rsonneJ - the actual field work was done by qualified 

experienced personnel of Stairs Exploration and Mining 

Company Limited staff.

Si'SD i - the magnetic data was obtained from a 

A-2 Magnetometer with a sensitivity of twenty (20) 

gammas per scale division. The electro-magnetic data was 

obtained from a Ronka, low-frequency horizontal loop 

instrument.

&&&UJL4. .Qs&tos) - ground control was obtained by cutting a 

base lino on a bearing of 0,90 C 7' to include the south 

boundary of the north-west block of four claims and the 

north boundary of the south-east block of four claims. Thus, 

the base-line was one mile long. From the centre point on 

this base-line eight lines, one-half mile in length were cut on 

a bearing of 360 * T with westerly departure on four hundred 

(4001 ) foot centres. Similarly a set of eight lines was out 

on a bearing of 160* T on easterly departure to cover the 

south-east group of claims. This control grid is shown on 

the geophysical data sheets appended. A total of nine miles 

of line were cut and surveyed during the course of the 

present work.



.- stations were established at one 

hundred foot intervals on the north-south cross lines for 

the magnetometer survey. Thus based on sixteen lines, 

one-half mile in length, a total of four hundred and sixteen 

stations were observed (approx.) during the course of 

the magnetometer survey.

INTERPRETATION OF ELECTRO-MAGNETIC 
____________SURVEY RESULTS       

Neither the in-phase nor the out of phase components of 

the electro-magnetic field showed any significant deviations from 

background. Therefore, it can be stated that no areas of 

unusual electrical conductivity exist on this property.

Diamond drilling on adjacent properties in this area have 

indicated deep overburden in certain instances. Therefore, 

this reservation should be borne in mind in interpreting 

the significance of such results. H is possible that direct 

rather than inductive coupling would show some significant 

variations in electrical conductivity.



INTERPRETATION OF MAGNETIC 

______SURVEY RESULTS

No definite interpretation can be placed upon the 

results obtained from the magnetic survey. However, 

some generalizations appear to be In order. The magnetic 

relief is at a moderate level and Indicates that the claims 

are underlain by volcanic rocks, tt would appear that 

these are of a somewhat basic type. Structurally, the 

magnetics do not indicate any degree of useful definition. 

All closures are positive and probably reflect an increase 

in magnetite content in the underlying flows or subourfaoe 

topographic changes.

If it is required that some preliminary drilling be done 

to determine rock types anyone of the positive closures 

could be characteristic. Also, it Is probable that the depth 

of overburden would be at a minimum in such locations*

In summary, we do not feel that the magnetic 

relief can be of much assistance in evaluating these 

claims.



RECOMMENDATIONS

The magnetic and electro-magnetic survey* conducted 

on these claims are not significant relative to a potential 

concentration of mineralization in their own rights. We feel 

that the electro-magnetic results should not be used in any 

attempted interpretations. Diamond drilling followed by a 

re-evaluation of the magnetic data could have some use in 

a determined program of exploration. Failing other methods 

of approach anyone of the positive magnetic closures could 

be drilled as a guide. There is no particular reason in our 

opinion to select any specific situation of this type. It is our 

recommendation that the geophysical results occupy a 

secondary position until some measure of justification can be 

established.

Respectfully submittt

W. J. WARK, 
B.So., P. Eng.
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